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HiBREW H3A 4-in-1 capsule coffee maker
Want to enjoy aromatic coffee at home? Opt for the HiBREW H3A 4-in-1 capsule coffee maker to make your favorite beverage quickly and
conveniently. The machine is compatible with Nespresso and Dolce Gusto capsules, and also allows you to brew ground coffee and use
ESE sachets.  The device  uses  a  pressure  of  19  bars,  which  translates  into  deep coffee  flavor,  while  the  power  of  1450 watts  ensures
efficient operation. The water tank has a capacity of 1 L, plus the machine allows you to adjust the size of your coffee.
 
Coffee in several ways
The HiBREW H3A allows  you to  brew coffee  in  several  ways,  making it  a  great  option  for  the  whole  family  and people  who don't  like
monotony. The device is compatible with Nespresso and Dolce Gusto capsules, plus it allows you to brew ground coffee. This is not the
end of the possibilities! The H3A also allows you to prepare coffee using ESE sachets.  Importantly,  you can also customize the size of
your coffee and choose from 70 or 110 ml capacity.
 
Perfect aroma
The  HiBREW  H3A  capsule  coffee  maker  is  distinguished  by  its  19  bar  pressure  and  1450  watts  of  power,  allowing  you  to  extract
maximum aroma and enjoy deep, intense coffee flavor. The device heats up quickly and maintains a stable temperature, the advantage
is also easy operation - just fill the reservoir with water, place the desired capsule or coffee and press the appropriate button.
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Well designed
The coffee maker is made of solid materials, so it is scratch-resistant and will serve you for a long time. It has a practical drip tray that
you can easily remove and wash, moreover, the water tank was created from safe, BPA-free material. That's not all - with the touch of a
button you can change the mode and prepare iced coffee to cool you down on a hot summer day.
 
Included:
Coffee maker
Adapter for ground coffee
Adapter for Dolce Gusto capsules
Adapter for Nespresso capsules
Adapter for E.S.E sachets
Manufacturer
HiBREW
Model
H3A
Pressure
19 bar
Rated voltage
AC 220-240 V 50 Hz
Rated power
1450 W
Weight
2.6 kg
Dimensions
110 x 270 x 250 mm

Preço:

€ 167.00
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